Many annotation problems in computer vision can be phrased as integer linear programs (ILPs). The use of standard industrial solvers does not to exploit the underlying structure of such problems e.g., the skeleton in pose estimation. The leveraging of the underlying structure in conjunction with industrial solvers promises increases in both speed and accuracy. Such structure can be exploited using Bender's decomposition, a technique from operations research, that solves complex ILPs or mixed integer linear programs by decomposing them into sub-problems that communicate via a master problem. The intuition is that conditioned on a small subset of the variables the solution to the remaining variables can be computed easily by taking advantage of properties of the ILP constraint matrix such as block structure. In this paper we apply Benders decomposition to a typical problem in computer vision where we have many sub-ILPs (e.g., partitioning of detections, body-parts) coupled to a master ILP (e.g., constructing skeletons). Dividing inference problems into a master problem and sub-problems motivates the development of a plethora of novel models, and inference approaches for the field of computer vision.
Introduction

Human Pose Estimation
For a wide variety of applications in sports science, training, and rehabilitation, the quantification of human movement is crucial. While this is typically done in specialized labs, it is possible to estimate the three dimensional position of body parts (jointly referred to as a pose for a given person) of subjects from single camera video. Such problems are often modeled using an underlying tree structured model of the human body [12] that models the following two components. The first softly enforces that part locations of a predicted person are supported by evidence in the image as described by local image features [8, 26] . The second component softly enforces that the part locations of a predicted person satisfy the angular and distance relationships consistent with a person [30] . An example of such a relationship is that the head of a person tends to be above the neck. To deal with multiple people in an image, sliding window detectors [25, 8, 11, 29] are employed which check for people across multiple positions, scales, orientations etc. These approaches, however, do not explicitly model the presence and joint likelihood of multiple people outside of tree structured models [29] , which is necessary for meaningful multi-person pose estimation(MPPE).
ILP Formulation for MPPE
MPPE has been modeled as a correspondence problem in [22, 18] where candidate detections (of body parts) are grouped to form each pose. This correspondence problem is formulated as an ILP that labels detections as either inactive or associated with a given part and then clusters the active detections into poses according the the multi-cut clustering criteria. The objective and part detections for this ILP are produced by a deep neural network [16, 23] and a spring model for the distances between body parts.
Column Generation
Column generation [4] is an efficient way of solving linear programs (LPs) that have certain structural properties, namely a block structure exhibited by many LPs and ILPs including cutting stock [15] , routing vehicles [9] , facility location [3] , crew scheduling [24] , and more recently in computer vision, MPPE [28] , hierarchical image segmentation [31] , and multi-object tracking [27] . In such cases a new LP relaxation, that is often much tighter than a compact formulation [13, 2] , is created that includes an enormous number of variables and a finite number of constraints.
The corresponding optimization problem is solved by iteratively solving the dual LP with a limited set of the dual constraints followed by identifying violated dual constraints using combinatorial optimization (usually dynamic programming) which are then added to the set under consideration. This process terminates when no remaining dual constraints are violated at which point the corresponding primal LP solution is guaranteed to be optimal. The process of identifying violated dual constraints is commonly called "pricing" in operations research.
Two-Tier Formulation of Multi-Person Pose Estimation
An alternative model of the MPPE problem is the two-tier formulation (TTF) [28] . TTF can be understood as an approximation to [22, 18] such that exact or near exact inference can be achieved efficiently. TTF starts with detections of body parts from a deep convolutional neural network [10, 20] each of which is associated with exactly one body part. Next TTF reasons about the assignment of parts to poses in two tiers: local assignments, which correspond to groupings of detections each of which is associated with a single part in a single pose; and skeletons, each of which models the outline of a pose and in which each part is associated with no more than one detection.
TTF then solves an ILP formulation over the skeletons and local assignments using costs derived identically to [22, 18] . TTF is designed with inference via column generation in mind and leverages dynamic programming to construct skeletons and explicit enumeration for local assignments.
Benders Decomposition
In order to exploit the structure of TTF we find further inspiration in operations research in the form of Bender's decomposition [5] . In Benders decomposition, the variables of the original problem are divided into at least two subsets, one of which is identified with a LP (or ILP) called the master problem with the remainder identified with LPs called sub-problems (also called Benders sub-problems). Conditioned on the solution to the master problem each of the Benders problems is solved independently. Optimization of the master problem relies on transforming the sub-problems to their dual forms and rewriting optimization over only variables associated with the master problem. Solutions to the dual sub-problems form constraints in the master that are added on demand over the course of optimization.
Benders decomposition is especially powerful in domains in which both of the following two conditions hold.
• The LP relaxation of the ILP is inclined to produce fractional values for the variables of the master problem.
• Conditioned on an integer solution to the master problem, the variables of the sub-problems tend not to be fractional or are allowed to be fractional or non-negative.
Such problems are common in the routing literature in which the master variables correspond to pipes, depots, or routes of vehicles while the sub-problem variables correspond to flows of commodities or passengers [7, 6, 14] . An example is the problem of selecting a set of depots to open and jointly allocating flow of commodities from depots to clients. In this case depots are associated with binary variables in the master problem and flows of commodities from depots is considered in the sub-problem. The cost function trades off the fixed cost of opening depots and the variable cost of transporting commodities from depots to clients.
We now consider a modification of the example above that is particularly amenable to Benders decomposition. Consider that multiple commodities are modeled and that conditioned on the depots opened that routing of the commodities can be done independently. In this case there is one Benders sub-problem for each commodity which is a highly desirable feature that accelerates optimization.
In our Benders decomposition approach we employ a master problem that determines the skeletons and one Benders sub-problem for each body part that associated the local assignments for that body part to the skeletons.
Our Approach
In this paper we introduce Benders decomposition to computer vision and apply it to optimization over the TTF formulation of MPPE. First we review the TTF formulation of [28] . Next we propose a Benders decomposition formulation for TTF. Then we contrast our approach to the approach of [28] .
Next we demonstrate efficiency of inference on problems from the MPPE benchmark [1] . Finally we conclude and discuss extensions.
The TTF Model
Body parts and the corresponding detections. Let the sets of detections, parts be denoted D, R, and indexed by d, r respectively. We use R to denote the subset of R corresponding to major parts of which at least one must be included in any given pose. We describe the correspondence between detections and parts using a vector R ∈ {R} |D| which we index by d where R d is the part associated with detection d.
Skeletons. We define the set of possible skeletons over D as G. Each element of G contains at least one detection corresponding to a major part and no more than one detection corresponding to any given part. Mappings of detections to skeletons are expressed by a matrix G ∈ {0, 1} |D|×|G| , G dg = 1 ⇐⇒ detection d is included in skeleton g. We maintain an active set of skeletons,Ĝ, since G is impractically large.
Local Assignments. The set of possible local assignments over the detections D is denoted L, which we index by l. We describe L using the matrices L, M ∈ {0, 1} |D|×|L| , where L dl = 1 ⇐⇒ detection d is associated with l as a local detection, and M dl = 1 ⇐⇒ detection d is associated with l as a global detection. We maintain an active set of local assignments,L, since L is impractically large.
Validity Constraints. We use indicator vectors to describe a selection of skeletons and local assignments. We use γ ∈ {0, 1} |G| where γ g = 1 indicates that skeleton g ∈ G is selected, and γ g = 0 otherwise. Similarly, we let ψ ∈ {0, 1} |L| where ψ l = 1 indicates that local assignment l ∈ L is selected, with ψ l = 0 otherwise. We describe the validity of pair (γ, ψ) using the following linear inequalities:
The global detection of a selected local assignment is included in some selected skeleton.
• Lψ + M ψ ≤ 1: Detections can not be shared between selected local assignments.
• Gγ + Lψ ≤ 1: A detection can only be global, local, or neither and can not be shared between selected skeletons.
Cost Function. We associate γ, ψ with a cost function which is described using θ ∈ R |D| ,φ ∈ R |D|×|D| ,ω ∈ R. Here θ d , φ d1d2 are respectively the costs of assigning detection d to a pose, and d 1 and d 2 to a common skeleton or local assignment. We use ω to denote the cost of instancing a pose which regularizes the number of people predicted. TTF associates costs to skeletons and local assignments with Γ ∈ R |G| and Ψ ∈ R |L| where Γ g , Ψ l are the costs of skeleton g and local assignment l respectively, which are defined below.
Integer Linear Program. TTF formulates MPPE as the following ILP which selects the lowest total cost valid set of skeletons, local assignments.
Benders Solution
In this section we develop our Benders decomposition based solution for optimization in the TTF model. We begin by adding the redundant constraint to Eq 2 that no global detection is associated with more than one selected skeleton (Gγ ≤ 1) then relaxing integrality.
We use the G r , L r , M r to refer to the matrices corresponding to the subset of the rows of G, L, M over detections of part r. Similarly ψ r , Ψ r , L r concern all local assignments over part r. We now rewrite optimization using this separation.
We refer to the optimizations over ψ r terms as sub-problems and introduce their dual form using dual variables λ 1r , λ 2r , λ 3r each of which lie in R D 0+ for each r ∈ R.
Eq 4 = min
Notice that feasibility of the dual problem is not affected by the value of γ. We now consider the set of all dual feasible solutions for sub-problem r as Λ r and the union of such sets as Λ and index such sets with i. We use λ i1r , λ i2r , λ i3r to describe a member i of Λ r . We refer to elements in Λ r for any r as Benders rows or rows for shorthand. We now rewrite optimization using − r to denote the objective of the sub-problem r. Notice that the optimal sub-problem objective is always non-positive regardless of the skeletons chosen (thus r must be non-negative).
s.t. We write the dual form of Eq 6 below using Lagrange multipliers µ. Here µ has one index for each d (denoted µ 0 d ) and one index for each (i,r) pair (denoted µ ir ).
Eq 6 = max
s.t.
Solving Benders Formulation
Since we can not enumerate all possible Benders rows or skeletons we iteratively construct small subsets sufficient for optimality. We useΛ r ,Ĝ to denote the nascent subsets of Λ r ,G and write the corresponding optimization below.
We now formally study the solution procedure for the primal and dual form in Eq 8 which are solved jointly. We diagram our procedure in Fig 1. For each r ∈ R we initializeΛ r with the solution corresponding to γ g = 0 for all g and initializeĜ with the empty set. We then proceed by solving the LP in Eq 8 producing both the primal solution and the dual solution. We use the dual solution to find violated dual constraints corresponding to G and the primal solution to find violated constraints in Λ r for all r ∈ R. We repeat these steps until convergence. We study the generation of members ofĜ and Λ r in the succeeding subsections. for r ∈ R do 15: 
end if 24: end for
until |L r | = 0
27:
i ← index of Λ r corresponding to final λ r *
28:Λ
end for 30: until did_change=0
Constructing Nascent SetĜ
We consolidate the dual terms as follows using δ ∈ R |D| defined as follows for index d.
For each detection d * such that R d * ∈ R (i.e., d * corresponds to a major part), we compute the most violated constraint corresponding to a skeleton that includes detection d * as follows. We use indicator vector x ∈ {0, 1} |D| , and define a new column g to be included inĜ, defined by G dg = x * d for all d ∈ D, where x * is the solution to:
We employ a tree structured model augmented with connections from the neck (which is the only major part) to all other non-adjacent body parts. Conditioned on the global detection associated with the neck, the conditional model is tree-structured and can be optimized using dynamic programming.
Constructing Nascent SetΛ r
Generating the most violated Benders row conditioned on γ for a given r is a simple linear programming problem.
We apply this optimization for each r and apply column generation to produce local assignments to solve the LP. Notice that this decouples from the master problem any need to consider the operations in the sub-problems.
The set of local assignments for any part r is too large to consider in optimization but not too large to enumerate in advance. Thus to solve Eq 11 we employ an explicit column generation approach where we iteratively solve the dual LP with a limited set of constraints and then identify violated constraints, which are added to the set under consideration.
Crucial Point in Optimization
When solving optimization in Eq 11 we add a tiny negative bias to objective corresponding to terms λ 1r , λ 3r . This ensures that the corresponding terms do not increase beyond what is needed to produce an optimal dual solution.
The additional small biases can be understood as ensuring that λ 
Anytime Lower Bounds
In the Appendix we consider the production of anytime lower bounds in the master problem and Benders sub-problems. We write the corresponding bounds below and leave their derivations to the Appendix.
We write below a lower bound corresponding to Benders sub-problem r given any non-negative λ.
We write below a lower bound corresponding to the master problem given any set of Benders rows and Lagrange multipliers λ.
Comparison to Column Generation Formulation for TTF
Our approach can be contrasted with the approach of [28] which employs an optimization approach that we refer to as pure column generation (PCG) in contrast to our approach which we refer to as Benders Column generation (BCG). PCG relaxing the integrality constraints on γ, ψ producing the :
Optimization in Eq 14 consists of iteratively solving the dual form of Eq 14 using a limited set of the primal variables followed by identifying violated dual constraints. This identification is done using dynamic programming and explicit column generation as in BCG.
The BCG and PCG strategies attack the same LP relaxation and thus achieve the same objective. BCG however is distinct in that it solves the optimizations associated with local assignments entirely separately from the master problem. In contrast PCG reasons about both local assignments and skeletons along with all constraints in a common LP. Both however use identical mechanisms to identify skeletons and local assignments that are added to consideration during optimization.
Experiments
We evaluate our approach against the baseline of [28] using identical problem instances. These problem instances are derived from that of [18] and provided generously by its authors of [28] .
We have capped computation time at 300 seconds of dual optimization. Afterwords we solve the ILP over the primal variables generated.
We show a scatter plot of the gap between the upper and lower bound vs termination time in Fig  2. To normalize these gaps we divide by the minus one times maximum lower bound produced at termination for each problem instance. We also plot a histogram of the computation time and gap in Fig 3 and Fig 4 respectively .
We have results on 688 problem instances currently. We observed some numerical issues in the LP solver that we do not see in PCG. All experiments are conducted with MATLAB 2016 with its built in linprog LP solver using a 2014 MacBook Pro with 2.6 GHz Intel Core i5 chip. 
Conclusions
To meaningfully use the structural information contained in the skeleton of humans, we have attacked optimization in the TTF using Benders decomposition [5] . We reformulate the TTF LP relaxation to separate optimization over of skeletons and local assignments. Using our Benders decomposition approach we produce one separate optimization for each part as opposed to one single sub-problem as is common in the Benders decomposition literature [21, 7, 6] . We produce tight bounds and fast inference.
The introduction of Bender's decomposition opens a number of new opportunities for computer vision. The decomposition allows the separation of the integer and non-integer components in mixed integer programs, which promises to help circumvent difficulties induced by relaxing the integer variables. This could help for solving tracking problems in which splits occur (as in cell division in cell tracking). It also allows problems with heavy nesting as in planar ultrametrics [31] in which the master problem of one layer is the subproblem of the next.
Similar approaches based on the nested Benders decomposition could allow for dynamic programs to be solved in which the state space for individual variables is tractable but not the vector product. This could have use when inference in high tree width problems are considered . Such a case would be in pose estimation where hyper-nodes (nodes in the high tree width representation) correspond to parts and their components are detections.
Lastly, the use of Benders decomposition promises to enable parallelization of tracking and annotation by permitting the sub-problems to be solved independently while at the same time not relying on a Lagrangian relaxation with sub-gradient optimization [19, 17] .
A Anytime Lower Bounds on the Master Problem
Given any set of the Benders rows we produce any anytime lower bound the optimum of the LP relaxation of the master problem as follows. We now relax the optimality of µ and consider any dual feasible µ which implies µ is non negative and that for each r ∈ R that i∈Λ r µ ir ≥ 1.
Eq 15 ≥ min Since i∈Λ r µ ir ≥ 1 we know that r is zero valued.
Eq 17 = min γ≥0 Gγ≤1
Γ γ − µ 0 1 − r∈R,i∈Λ r µ ir 1 (λ i1r + λ i2r )
We now relax optimization to permit the selection of one skeleton associated with each detection associated with a global part. Note that in the case of multiple global parts a given detection may be include more than once.
Eq 17 ≥ −µ 0 1 − r∈R i∈Λ r µ ir (1 (λ i1r + λ i2r ))
Note that the minimization over g is simply the minimization done for generating columns and is known to be a dynamic program.
B Anytime Lower Bounds on a Benders Sub-Problem
We now consider the production of anytime lower bounds on the solution the the LP corresponding to a given Benders sub-problem. The production of these allows for an anytime dual feasible solution to
